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Abstract

by utilizing multiple interfaces without controllability conicts.
Section 2 of the paper outlines the formulation of the
minimum-cost test sequence generation under timing constraints. The controllability issues are discussed in Section 3, where a graph augmentation can fully utilize the
semicontrollable interfaces to generate minimum-cost test
sequences with increased coverage. Concluding remarks appear in Section 4.

The recent research results from the Protocol Engineering Lab
of the University of Delaware in minimum-length test generation
based on Estelle speci cations are summarized. The methods
use models restricting the number of self-loops to be consecutively traversed for each state, and utilizing semicontrollable
interfaces of the IUT to increase the number of testable transitions.
The initial results show that test sequences can be successfully
generated for real-life Estelle speci cations, such as MIL-STD
188-220B. The test sequences are free of interruptions due to
unexpected timeouts. Also, the number of testable transitions
is increased by 300%.
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Introduction

Conformance test generation techniques reported in literature [1] - [6], using a deterministic nite-state machine
(FSM) model of a protocol speci cation, focus on the optimization of the test sequence length.
However, an Implementation Under Test (IUT) may have
timing constraints imposed by active timers. If these constraints are not considered during test sequence generation,
the sequence may not be realizable in a test laboratory. As
a result, valid implementations may incorrectly fail the conformance tests.
Another problem in test sequence generation is due to the
limited controllability of an IUT. Testers may not have direct access to all interface(s) in which the IUT accepts inputs. In this case, some of the inputs de ned in the speci cation cannot be directly applied to an IUT (typically,
the interfaces with upper layers or with timers). The interactions involving such interfaces may render some portions of the protocol untestable, and may introduce nondeterminism and/or race conditions during testing.
These timing and controllability issues were present in the
extended FSM (EFSM) model of the Estelle [7, 8, 9] specication of MIL-STD 188-220B [10, 11, 12] for Combat Net
Radio communication. By using the results of the research
outlined in this paper, the test sequences generated for
MIL-STD 188-220B are free of interruptions due to unexpected timeouts. The penalty paid for the realizable tests
is greater test sequence cost. Also, the number of testable
transitions increased from approximately 200 to over 700
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Generation of realizable tests under
timing constraints

During testing, traversing each state transition of an IUT
requires a certain amount of time. A test sequence that traverses too many self-loops (a self-loop is a state transition
that starts and ends at the same state) in a given state will
not be realizable in a test laboratory if the time to traverse
the self-loops exceeds a timer limit as de ned by another
transition originating in this state. In this case, a timeout
will inadvertently trigger forcing the IUT into a di erent
state, and thereby disrupting the test sequence before all
of the self-loops are traversed. If this unrealizable test sequence is not avoided during test generation, most IUTs
will fail the test even when they meet the speci cation.
Clearly, this is not the goal of testing. Therefore, a properly generated test sequence must take timer constraints
into account.
Examples of protocols that contain many self-loop transitions in their FSM models include ISDN Q.931 for supplementary voice services, MIL-STD 188-220B [10] for Combat
Net Radio communication, and LAPD [13], the data link
protocol for the ISDN's D channel.
In addition to the original self-loops of a speci cation
model, additional self-loops are typically created when generated test sequences use state veri cation techniques such
as unique input/output (UIO) sequences [14], distinguishing sequences [15, 16], or characterizing sequences [15, 16].
The presented methodology [17, 18, 19] optimizes the test
sequence length and cost, under the constraint that an IUT
can remain only a limited amount of time in some states
during testing, before a timer's expiration forces a state
change. The solution rst augments an original graph representation of the protocol FSM model. Then it formulates
a Rural Chinese Postman Problem solution [20] to generate a minimum-length tour. In the nal test sequence
generated, the number of consecutive self-loops never exceeds any state's speci ed limit. In most cases, this test
sequence will be longer than one without the constraint
since limiting the number of self-loop traversals likely re-

 dstate ver (vi )

(a)

- number of self-loops in the UIO sequence of (vi );
 max self (vi ) - the maximum number of self-loops in
a test sequence that can be traversed during each visit
to vi . Attempting to remain in state vi longer to execute more than max self (vi ) self-loops would result
in disruption of a test sequence;
 dmin self (vi ) - the minimum number of times a tour
covering all edges in E must include vertex vi 2 V (the
derivation of dmin self (vi ) is shown in [17, 18, 19]).
UIO sequences and the values of max self; dstate ver and
dmin self for vertices v0 ; v1 ; v2 ; and v3 are as follows:
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The Chinese postman method [21] when applied to the
graph without any self-loop repetition constraint results in
the test sequence
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containing 34 edges. Edges used for the purpose of state
veri cation appear in bold.
As can be seen from the underlined part of the above test
sequence, after e1 is traversed, the IUT should stay in state
v1 for a time that allows at least three self-loop traversals.
However, this part of the test sequence is not realizable
in a test laboratory because the timeout edge e10 will be
triggered after the second consecutive self-loop traversal
(i.e., max self (v1 ) = 2). The IUT will prematurely move
into v3 and the test sequence will be disrupted.
To address the problem of test sequence disruption due
to timeouts, the graph of Figure 1 (a) is converted to the
graph shown in Figure 1 (b). Since in this example all
UIO sequences are self-loops, the simpli ed conversion presented in [19] is sucient. The vertices for which a premature timeout may disrupt a test sequence, which are v1 and
v2 , are split and then connected by dmin self (v1 ) = 3 and
dmin self (v2 ) = 4 edges, respectively.
Considering the constrained self-loop problem, the test sequence for the graph of Figure 1 (b) is obtained as

v1

v1*(1)

Test sequence (40 edges)
e0 e0 e1 e2 e10 e9 e9 e9 e12 e0 e1 e2 e2 e4 e6 e7 e11 e9 e12
e1 e3 e2 e4 e6 e6 e7 e5 e0 e1 e4 e7 e6 e7 e5 e1 e4 e8 e6 e7 e5

Figure 1: Minimum-cost test sequence (a) without and (b)
with self-loop repetition constraint.
quires additional visits to a state which otherwise would
have been unnecessary.
The methodology uses UIO sequences for state veri cation. However, the results presented also are applicable to
test generation that uses distinguishing or characterizing
sequences. Earlier results of this study, limited to veri cation sequences that are self-loops, are presented in [19].
The later papers [17, 18] generalize these earlier results to
both self-loop and non-self-loop veri cation sequences.
Example 1: Consider the FSM (represented by the graph
G(V; E )) with self-loop transitions shown in Figure 1 (a).
Suppose that vertices v0 ; v2 ; and v3 of the FSM can tolerate at most three, and v1 at most two self-loop transitions
during each visit. Let transitions e10 and e11 correspond
to timeouts. After either e10 or e11 is triggered, the FSM
is brought into state v3 .
Let us de ne the following parameters for G:

(1)

e0; e0; e1; e2; e10; e9; e9; e9; e12; e0; e1; e2; e2; e4;
e6; e7; e11; e9; e12; e1; e3; e2; e4; e6; e6; e7; e5;
e0; e1; e4; e7; e6; e7; e5; e1; e4; e8; e6; e7; e5 (2)
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containing 40 edges.
Although longer than that of Figure 1 (a), the test sequence
in Figure 1 (b) is minimum-length with the introduced selfloop constraint. During each visit to vertices v0 ; v1 ; v2 and
v3 , the number of consecutive self-loop edges traversed is
less than or equal to the maximum allowed number of selfloop traversals. Therefore, this test sequence is realizable
in the test laboratory.
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Figure 3: IUT interacting with two semicontrollable interfaces.

Figure 2: Testing (N)-layer IUT with an (N+1)-layer semicontrollable interface.
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Test generation for systems with multiple semicontrollable interfaces

In the testing framework of Figure 2, the interface I1 is
not exposed in the SUT. In other words, the inputs from
(N+1)-layer cannot be directly applied to the IUT, nor can
the outputs generated by the IUT be observed at (N+1)layer. Such an interface I1 is called semicontrollable if
FSM1 can be utilized to supply inputs to the IUT. On the
other hand, the tester can apply inputs to the IUT directly
by using a lower tester, which exchanges N-PDUs with the
IUT by using the (N-1)-Service Provider. The interface I0
between the lower tester and the IUT is therefore directly
controllable.
The transitions in IUT that require inputs from a semicontrollable interface I1 can be tested only by utilizing one of
the directly controllable interfaces (e.g., by supplying input
a in Figure 2 to the IUT). The IUT responds with outputs
(such as message b in Figure 2), which are applied to FSM1
at I1 's points of control and observation (PCOs) [3, 22]. As
response to those outputs, FSM1 will send inputs (similar
to message c in Figure 2) to the IUT through semicontrollable interface I1 . These inputs will trigger the appropriate
transitions in the IUT, which will send output(s) to the
lower tester (message d in Figure 2).
The methodology presented in [23] addresses the problem
of generating optimal realizable test sequences in an environment with multiple semicontrollable interfaces. The
methodology fully utilizes semicontrollable interfaces in an
IUT while avoiding the race conditions. An algorithm is
introduced in [23] to modify the directed graph representation of the IUT such that its semicontrollable portions
become directly controllable, where possible. In the most
general case, obtaining such a graph conversion may end
up with exponentially large number of nodes. However, it
is shown [23] that special considerations such as the small
number of interfaces interacting with an IUT and diagnostics considerations make the problem size feasible for most
practical cases.

Input from
LT ?x1
LT ?x2
FSM1 ?a1;1
FSM2 ?a2;1
LT ?x5
LT ?x6
LT ?x7
FSM1 ?a1;2
LT ?x9

Output to

FSM1!o1;1
FSM2!o2;1
LT !y3
FSM1!o1;2
FSM2!o2;2
LT !y6
LT !y7
LT !y8
LT !y9

Table 1: Inputs and outputs for the edges of Figure 3. A?x
denotes receiving input x from A. B !y denotes sending
output y to B .

Example 2: Consider the IUT of Figure 3 which is in-

teracting with semicontrollable FSM1 and FSM2 through
the semicontrollable interfaces I1 and I2 , respectively. The
IUT's FSM (represented by graph G) is described in Table 1. Transition e1, triggered by input x1 from the lower
tester, generates output o1;1 to FSM1. In response, FSM1
sends input a1;1 which triggers transition e3. (In general,
ai;j is the expected response to oi;j .) Transition e2, which
is triggered by a lower tester's input x2 , outputs o2;1 to
FSM2, which responds with input a2;1 triggering e4. Then
e4 outputs o1;2 to FSM1, which responds with a1;2 triggering e8. On the other hand, transitions e5, e6, e7, and e9,
can be triggered directly by the lower tester. e6, e7, and
e9, do not generate outputs to the semicontrollable interfaces. e5 generates output o2;2 to FSM2, which does not
send any input to the IUT.
After conversion (Figure 4), each state of G is replaced
with at most four related states in G corresponding to the
bu er con gurations at a semicontrollable interface. Each
edge e is annotated as e:x, where x = 0; 1; 2; 3, depending
on the input bu ered in the e:x's start state, as shown in
Figure 4. The solid edges in Figure 4 are the mandatory
edges that are incident to nodes that correspond to the
case where both bu ers are empty; the dashed-line edges
are the ones that can be traversed only when either bu er
0
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no inputs buffered
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a2,1 buffered
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optional edge

e7.2

A
a1,2 buffered

contains an input. Due to the practical diagnostic considerations [23], we prefer testing edges when no inputs are
bu ered in semicontrollable interfaces. The Aho et al. [5]
optimization technique gives the minimum-length test sequence for G shown in Table 2. Steps with (!) indicate
that an edge is tested in this step. Note that, for simplicity,
the UIO sequences [14] are not included in this sequence.
0

Conclusion

This paper summarizes some recent results of generating
minimum-length test cases from Estelle speci cations under the constraints of timing and controllability.
The initial results of this research are being used to generate
test sequences for MIL-STD 188-220B, which are free of
interruptions due to unexpected timeouts, and increase the
number of testable transitions by 300%.
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